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Prepare for Success! 

 Plan your time, 

 Re-read, Re-draft, Recite, Re-test, Research, Rehearse & Record 

 Essential Facts, Figures & Formula, Essay Model Answers 

 Practice Questions 

 Answers & Mark Scheme 

 Review & Reflect on your progress 

 Enjoy your future success 

 

PREP 
Newsletter  

Year 8 
Spring Term 1 



What is ‘PREP’? 
‘PREP’ is what we do with the information we have learnt during the school day and how we prepare for the next 

day of learning. Evidence suggests that we only retain 50% of the information we learnt yesterday and after a week, 

we only retain 10%. The only way we can move the information we have learnt into the long-term memory is 

through re-visiting the information 4 or 5 times over a number of weeks. 

In order to improve learning retention we are encouraging students to ‘PREP’ each evening after school. The focus of 

the time should be on the learning from the day and learning from the previous week, month and/or year. 

‘PREP’ is short for PREPARE: 

• Plan your time, 

• Re-read, Re-draft, Recite, Re-test, Research, Rehearse & Record 

• Essential Facts, Figures & Formula, Essay Model Answers 

• Practice Questions 

• Answers & Mark Scheme 

• Review & Reflect on your progress 

• Enjoy your future success 

Each department has uploaded Go4Schools and the X: Student Drive with resources, practice questions and the 

answers. 

Students should use the resources to PREP each evening and review any areas that they still don’t understand. If 

students require feedback, help or guidance with their prep, they are encouraged to visit their teacher in a PREP 

Drop-In time. 

The PREP Drop-In Timetable is available on our website and in this Newsletter. 

Regular ‘PREP’ will lead to successful exam and assessment results. 

How to use this Newsletter 
Each subject has an explanation of the key assessment areas and where to find the resources for their subject. There 

are also extra websites, books, APPs, links and Super Curricular opportunities listed if you would like to look at a 

subject in greater depth. 

The final part of the newsletter is filled with tips and strategies on how to ‘PREP’ successfully. 

 Improving Memory Skills & Understanding PREP 

 Funs Ways to PREP 
 

All the tools, strategies and games listed can be applied to almost any subject. It is important to use the strategies to 

improve understanding and information retention before you have a go at practice questions. It is essential to have 

the knowledge first, before you apply it to an exam/assessment situation. 

Don’t try and tackle all the resources at once. Students will be guided by their teachers through explanations and 

feedback from assessments. There is a curriculum map on our website if you would like to look ahead and start 

looking at the next topic. 

It is important the students find the right PREP strategy for them and use them consistently. 

We hope you find this newsletter useful and welcome any feedback on how we can improve it. 
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[ER]  Think about the world in which your text is set. What was society like at this 
time? Complete a research task exploring the context of the novel.  

[ER] Create a storyboard for your own film titled ‘Outsider.’ Tell your story 
through a series of pictures. Write a brief description of what is happening 
underneath. 

[ER] Read a different genre to your class reader. How is this book similar/different 
to the one you are reading in lesson? Write this up as a review. 

[ER]  Pick out some sophisticated vocabulary from a chapter of your class reader. 
Ensure that you know what the words mean and how to spell them. Now use 
them in your own sentences. 

[ER]  Select one of the characters in the novel and imagine what would happen if 
you brought her/him to your school or to your home for a day.  You should 
consider things like: how would s/he fit it with the other students/family 
members; how might s/he react to the rules, teachers/parents, 
assignments/chores, etc.; how would s/he dress & how would people react to 
that; what might s/he find interesting?  This may either be written from your 
point of view or from the character’s point of view 

[ER]  Select a character from the novel and “interview” her/him.  What kinds of 

things would you like to ask her/him & how would s/he respond?  Write this up in 

an interview format. 

[ER]  Write a series of letters that two main characters in the text might have 
written to one another during the course of the entire novel. 

[ER]  Write a new ending for the story, a new adventure for the main character, or 
the beginning of a sequel.  The tone and format should be the same as the original 
novel.  If you get rid of old characters, then tell what happened to them; if you 

[ER] Research the conventions of the genre 

you're reading in class. What are the main 

features of this genre? Can you support with 

examples for your reader?  

[ER] Research the life of the writer of your 
class reader. Mindmap how they might have 
been influenced to write their book. 
 
[ER] Create a collage of characters in history 
that we would consider to be ‘outsiders.’ Write 
a brief overview of their history. 

Super-Curricular Visits 

 [ER] Is there a film based on a young adult 

novel on at the cinema? If so, go and watch it 

and then write a film review about your 

experience. 

[ER] Look out for a film at the cinema/Netflix 

which is based on the theme of Outsiders. 



invent new characters, then describe them.  This should be at least 2 chapters 
long. 

[ER] Write a diary entry for a character in your novel. Consider their feelings at 

this point in the novel. Do they fir in or are they an outsider? 

[ER] Make a collage of new vocabulary you have learnt over this half term. Use 

pictures to help you memorise these new words. 

[ER] Think of a key event that has happened in your novel so far. Turn this into a 

newspaper article. Remember to include a heading, sub-heading and columns in 

your work. 

[ER] Write a story titled ‘The Outsider.’ Plan your setting, character and key 

events before you start writing.  

[ER] Write a review of a story you have read or a film that you have watched that 
featured an outsider. Consider: an overview of the story, key characters, key 
things you enjoyed – do not spoil the ending! 

Media & Other Links 

 [ER] Watch the film that is based on your 

book if it is available. 

[ER] Make a revision video for your novel; 

consider chapter summaries / analysing key 

ideas. 

[ER] Listen to the audiobook of a young adult 
novel of your choice. (Ask your teacher / go 
to the library for recommendations). 
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[R4A] TASK 1 - HEGARTY MATHS 
The best practice is to watch and make notes on the video in your Maths PREP book, 
then copy and complete the quiz questions, self-assessing using the online feedback. 
Tasks will be set throughout the half term but below are some additional tasks for 
support and extension. 
 

Additional Hegarty Clips to support this 
topic include:  
Plotting Coordinates: 199 
Gradient from Graphs: 201 - 204 
Gradient & y-intercept: 207, 208 
Types of Triangles: 823 

Extension Hegarty Clips to support this 
topic include:  
Further Surds: 116,117, 118, 119 
Perpendicular Lines: 215, 216 
Trigonometry: 508 – 511 

 

[R4A] TASK 2 - Graph Explorations 

Use https://www.desmos.com/calculator to explore these sets of graphs.  

What do you notice about each of these sets of three graphs? 

 
 

Set 1: 
y = 2x  
3y = 6x 
2y = 4x - 1 
x = 2 - ½y 

Set 2: 
y = x + 1 
y = 1 - x 
y = 3x + 1 
2y = 4x + 2 

Set 3: 
y = x2 
y = x2 + 1  
y = x2 - 3 
y = x3 

 

Whichever PREP activity, reading or research you choose to complete, we, the 

Mathematics department, want to know about it! 

You should make notes, keep a diary or even make a poster to tell us what you did, 

what you learned and what you found interesting. Bring those notes along to a lesson 

for Outstanding Learning Points and to use during your Post-Test assessment. 

[ER] Exploring Graphs further with Desmos 
Follow the instructions on each page given using the 
desmos website: 
y=mx+c 
https://mei.org.uk/files/ict/desmos-gcse-tasks.pdf#page=2 
 

Intersection of Two Lines 
https://mei.org.uk/files/ict/desmos-gcse-tasks.pdf#page=3 
 

Parallel Lines 
https://mei.org.uk/files/ict/desmos-gcse-tasks.pdf#page=4 

Super-Curricular Visits 

[ER]  Amazing Graphs III - 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0o-pMIR8uk 
Explore graphs that go beyond y=mx+c and quadratics to 
see what can be created with different number patterns. 

Media & Other Links 

[R4A] Geogebra Activities 
Plotting Points Illustrator: 
https://www.geogebra.org/m/jnuyag9b#material/GVDN
b7Wf 
 

Plotting Points Quiz: 
https://www.geogebra.org/m/jnuyag9b#material/AbRPA
Y8V 

 

https://www.desmos.com/calculator
https://mei.org.uk/files/ict/desmos-gcse-tasks.pdf#page=2
https://mei.org.uk/files/ict/desmos-gcse-tasks.pdf#page=3
https://mei.org.uk/files/ict/desmos-gcse-tasks.pdf#page=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0o-pMIR8uk
https://www.geogebra.org/m/jnuyag9b#material/GVDNb7Wf
https://www.geogebra.org/m/jnuyag9b#material/GVDNb7Wf
https://www.geogebra.org/m/jnuyag9b#material/AbRPAY8V
https://www.geogebra.org/m/jnuyag9b#material/AbRPAY8V
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Science PREP at KS3 
  
The KS3 Students are following a unique curriculum based on 
investigative science. 
  
The Key elements of any scientific investigation are Planning, Analysis 
of Data, Drawing Conclusions and Evaluation. 
 
Each week the class teacher will set a piece of PREP work based on 
one of these 4 areas. The work will normally consist of a single sheet 
of A4 paper or will be able to fit on a single sheet is printed back to 
back. 
  
Students are given a week to print off the PREP sheet and answer all 
the questions on it. If they struggle with any part of the work set they 
should seek assistance from their teacher at the earliest opportunity. 
 
In addition to the work which is site by staff there are also a series of 
video links to follow on the VidLearn website. 
 https://vl.vidlearn.ac.uk/ 
 
All students will have had 
information on how to 
access their account. Go 
explore the world of 
science 

Nuclear Fission and Fusion…it’s the future baby!!! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LekacMuM12Y 
 
What if Oil ran out? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WiNtrOS88rs 

Super-Curricular Visits 

  

2018 was the year of the engineer check out the link below 

 
https://www.yearofengineering.gov.uk/inspired 

Media & Other Links 

Science on the TV and on the radio. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/genres/factual/sciencean
dnature/scienceandtechnology/all 

The BBC have run and are running documentaries about 
science and the discoveries in the scientific community all the 

time. Click the link and find something to blow your mind. 

 

https://vl.vidlearn.ac.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LekacMuM12Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WiNtrOS88rs
https://www.yearofengineering.gov.uk/inspired
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/genres/factual/scienceandnature/scienceandtechnology/all
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/genres/factual/scienceandnature/scienceandtechnology/all
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Animals in Art - Cubism 
Research Animal Sculpture. 
[HI] Find and select 6 pictures of Cubist animals. 
Create a spider diagram around each picture explaining;  

 What is in the picture? 

 What materials were used? 

 What was the sculptors’ process? Can you describe this? 
 

Always write in full sentences and include specialist vocabulary of the work of 
the artist you are discussing if you can.   (eg. Ceramics are fired, not baked) 
 

 
[HI] Produce a page of design ideas for your own animal sculpture.  Make a 
list and prepare the materials to make you own animal sculpture. 
 

[HI] Construct your Cubist Animal Sculpture.  Photograph it and bring the 
photo to school for assessment. 
[HI] Create a detailed Cubist drawing of your sculpture, placing your sculpture 
in an appropriate stylised background on an A4 page.  Do your best work 
showing at least 3 hours of effort. 

Cubism is an artist’s attempt to capture an object from 

more than one perspective at the same time.   

Research the following Artists:  
1. Pablo Picasso 
2. Franz Marc 
3. Paul Klee 
4. Tamara Lempicka 
5. Natalia Goncharova 

Super-Curricular Visits 

We are extremely lucky to live near the great city of 
London where most of the museums and art galleries are 
free. 
Find out more at: 
www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-modern/display/cubism 
https://www.npg.org.uk/ 
https://www.ashmolean.org/ 

Media & Other Links 

Creating a Cubist image: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCVSOdpD5ZI 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V15rXg1nJ6w 

 

http://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-modern/display/cubism
https://www.npg.org.uk/
https://www.ashmolean.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCVSOdpD5ZI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V15rXg1nJ6w
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 iDEA Bronze Qualification 
This half term students will be completing the final two levels of iDEA 
Bronze Award: Maker and Entrepreneur to achieve the qualification. 
We will be focusing on the following areas: 
 

 Problem solving  

 Growth hacking  

 Researcher  

 Big data  

 Social media in 
business  

 Advertising 
 

 Money management  

 Coding Solutions 

 Making Websites 

 Video Editing 

 Virtual Reality 
 

Below are tasks for students to complete to support their learning: 
 
[RT] Students to research how the use of social media has a negative 
and positive impact on business – how has technology helped to 
develop businesses in the last decade? Students may present their 
findings in a PowerPoint Presentation or as a poster.  
[RT] Students to research and find four different website building 
software’s that can be used to create websites – looking specifically at 
its features and functions. Students should compare each software and 
conclude which would be most appropriate to use to create a school 
website, giving reasons for their answer.  
[RT] Students to read through the link below and research the history 
behind virtual reality. 
https://www.vrs.org.uk/virtual-reality/beginning.html  
 

 Books to read: 
1. Hello Ruby: adventures in coding – Linda Liukes 
2. Learn Python Course  

www.codeacademy.com/learn/learn-python  

Super-Curricular Visits 

 Centre For Computing History  
Students will learn about the extraordinary advance in 
technology over 50 years of computing history and 
discover how computers have not only accelerated our 
lives, but radically transformed them.  
 
National Museum of Computing  
Provides students with the fantastic opportunity to 
decipher encoded messages written by Hitler and his 
generals, understanding the period of code-breaking 
during and after World War II. 

Media & Other Links 

BBC Bitesize KS3 Computer Science: 
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/zvc9q6ff 
 
Google Classroom: https://classroom.google.com  
 
iDEA: https://idea.org.uk/bronze 

 

https://www.vrs.org.uk/virtual-reality/beginning.html
http://www.codeacademy.com/learn/learn-python
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/zvc9q6ff
https://classroom.google.com/
https://idea.org.uk/bronze
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[HI] Task 1: Physical Theatre Key Words 
•   Write out the below Physical Theatre key words in your book and learn how to spell each 

word correctly. 
•   Research the definition for each word and write the definition next to each key word. 
•   This work should be completed in your Drama exercise books OR completed neatly on 

paper and then stuck into your Drama exercise book. 
•   BE READY TO BE TESTED ON THE SPELLINGS AND MEANINGS OF THESE KEY WORDS: 
1.      Body Control 
2.     Exaggeration 
3.      Trust 
4.      Commitment 
5.      Transition 
6.      Teamwork 

 
[RT] Task 2:  
Conduct research into the following two Physical Theatre Practitioners: 

1.  Frantic Assembly 
2.  Steven Berkoff 

 Make notes on: 
·        Their methods and techniques 
·        Their creative intentions and purpose 
·        Their productions/plays 
·        Any other useful and informative information you find 

  

Please write in your own words. Do not copy and paste from the internet. 

  
Can you think of an interesting way to present this? E.g. a poster/flyer/collage/presentation 

slide/handout/cue card etc. 

[HI] Task 3:  
Write a short 200 word reflection on the Alice in Wonderland performance you created using as 
many Physical Theatre key words as you can to explain in detail WHAT you did and HOW you did 
it. Try to be as descriptive as possible to paint a picture for the reader of what you did. 

Frantic Assembly: 
https://www.franticassembly.co.uk/ 
 
Berkoff: 
https://www.stevenberkoff.com/ 

Super-Curricular Visits 

 

Media & Other Links 

What is Physical Theatre? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_Hf
diC7tZU&t=174s 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XBg
FvEebxM 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umN
VSVj_o7E 
  
Example of Physical Theatre in 
Performance: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yG_
Bd8x59vw 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Nn
mH1MUniY 

 

7. Strength 

8. Support 

9. Contact 

10. Symbolism 

11. Emotion 

12. Body prop 

https://www.franticassembly.co.uk/
https://www.stevenberkoff.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_HfdiC7tZU&t=174s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_HfdiC7tZU&t=174s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XBgFvEebxM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3XBgFvEebxM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umNVSVj_o7E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umNVSVj_o7E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yG_Bd8x59vw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yG_Bd8x59vw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NnmH1MUniY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NnmH1MUniY
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[HI] Make a research fact file on Manchester and its growth 

[RT] Research a megacity from the map attached  
http://thecityfix.com/blog/friday-fun-maps-visualize-world-urban-growth-
megacity-coby-joseph/ 

[ER] Use this link to learn about shanty towns in the world and test 
yourself 
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zk32pv4/revision/11 

[ER] Use this link to revise Urban settlements 
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/topics/z96vr82  make sure you do the test, 
record your score. 

[RT] Create a factfile about London, how it started, how it’s grown, why 
it’s so important to the UK and why it’s so important in the world. 

[ER] New York and London are considered the most influential cities in the 
world, explain why you think this could be and see if you can come up with 
another city you think might compete in terms of influence. 

[ER] Make an Urbanisation Glossary to help with your revision. 
  
 

 

Read about the London’s urbanisation 

 https://richardjohnbr.wordpress.com/2008/04/23/
urban-growth-london/ 

 https://www.theguardian.com/uk-
news/2016/oct/12/london-population-growth-
twice-that-of-uk-official-figures-show 

Super-Curricular Activities 

Visit London city and create an image collage of the 
different areas 

Media & Other Links 

  
Watch this video on the rise of the megacity  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDS_BqDeZ4k 
 
The rise and the fall of earths cities  
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2016/jun/27/rise-
fall-great-world-cities-5700-years-urbanisation-mapped 
 
Watch any of the Planet Earth style documentaries about 
cities. 

 
 

http://thecityfix.com/blog/friday-fun-maps-visualize-world-urban-growth-megacity-coby-joseph/
http://thecityfix.com/blog/friday-fun-maps-visualize-world-urban-growth-megacity-coby-joseph/
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/guides/zk32pv4/revision/11
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/topics/z96vr82
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/topics/z96vr82
https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/topics/z96vr82
https://richardjohnbr.wordpress.com/2008/04/23/urban-growth-london/
https://richardjohnbr.wordpress.com/2008/04/23/urban-growth-london/
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/oct/12/london-population-growth-twice-that-of-uk-official-figures-show
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/oct/12/london-population-growth-twice-that-of-uk-official-figures-show
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2016/oct/12/london-population-growth-twice-that-of-uk-official-figures-show
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDS_BqDeZ4k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDS_BqDeZ4k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JDS_BqDeZ4k
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2016/jun/27/rise-fall-great-world-cities-5700-years-urbanisation-mapped
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2016/jun/27/rise-fall-great-world-cities-5700-years-urbanisation-mapped
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2016/jun/27/rise-fall-great-world-cities-5700-years-urbanisation-mapped
https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2016/jun/27/rise-fall-great-world-cities-5700-years-urbanisation-mapped
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[RT] Research Tudor houses. How different were houses lived in by 
peasants, townspeople and the nobility? Choose one type of house and 
create a sales brochure about it. 
 

[RT] Research life in the 16th Century. How different was it from today? 
Write paragraphs to explain. Consider: 

-          Work 
-          Transport 
-          Medicine 
-          Sport 
-          Education 
-          Music and art 

 

[ER] Make a film or presentation to teach other students about pirates. 
Who were the most famous ones? Why were they so famous? What 
was the life of a pirate really like? How accurate are modern day 
representations, for example in Disney’s ‘Pirates of the Caribbean’? 
 

[RT] Research the inventions of Leonardo da Vinci. Do any of them 
resemble modern day technology? Can you design your own new 
invention? Draw it and label it. Explain how it will help to change our 
lives. 
 

[RT] Research Christopher Columbus. Create a spider diagram 
about his significance. 
 

[ER] Imagine you are Walter Raleigh. Write a letter to Queen 
Elizabeth I about your voyages to the New World. What have you 
seen? What is it like living there? What was the boat journey like? 
Why have you failed to create a settlement there? You had better 
be careful with your wording to the Queen or you might lose your 
head! 

Research Blackbeard. Who was he? Why was he so 
famous? As Britain’s empire grew we very sadly got 
involved in the slave trade. How did we get involved? 
What was life like as a slave?  
Select books from the Horrible Histories series. Why not 
try: 
·         Terrible Tudors 
·         Pirates, a Horrible Histories handbook 
 

There is a selection of Horrible Histories magazines in H63 
that you may read (speak to Mrs Howard for more 
information) 

Super-Curricular Visits 

Visit the Globe Theatre in London online. They have a 
fascinating museum which has a virtual tour and you 
might even be able to see a Shakespeare play online to 
watch! 

Media & Other Links 

Some of the Pirates of the Caribbean films have 
characters based on real life pirates, such as black bead. 
Watch one of the films to see the differences. 
https://shenfield.planetestream.com/Default.aspx?searc
h=pirates%20of%20the%20carribean&page=1&fp=0 

 

https://shenfield.planetestream.com/Default.aspx?search=pirates%20of%20the%20carribean&page=1&fp=0
https://shenfield.planetestream.com/Default.aspx?search=pirates%20of%20the%20carribean&page=1&fp=0
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[R4A] Learn the vocabulary associated with this module – this can be 
found on Planet E-Stream. 

[R4A] Complete the relevant Spanish grammar exercises on Go4Schools 
using the resources on Planet E-Stream. There are also several tasks to 
work through to help put into practice what you have learnt during 
lessons. 

[R4A] Complete the relevant Spanish Writing and Speaking tasks on 
Go4Schools using the resources on Planet E-Stream. There are also 
several tasks to work through to help put into practice what you have 
learnt during lessons. 

[R4A] Revise for Spanish End of Module 2 Assessment (Mi familia y mis 
amigos) using your class notes and the revision checklist for this module. 
This will have been given to you by your Spanish teacher, and can also be 
found in Go4Schools. 

[ER] Find an article on the internet about anything that you are 
particularly interested in (e.g. sport, music, film, television) and make a 
list of new words and their meanings in English from what you find in the 
article. You can use Collins online Spanish dictionary to help you with the 
definitions. 

[ER] Try watching your favourite television shows on Netflix (or similar) 
with the Spanish subtitles. Alternatively, you could change the audio 
setting to Spanish and have English subtitles. 

Visit the local library or check their online catalogue. 
There are plenty of free resources: comic books, novels, 
books to complement students’ learning… Some 
favourite story books are available in Spanish too! 

Spanish newspapers online; 
• www.elpais.com 
• www.marca.com 
• www.20minutos.es 
• www.bbc.com/mundo 

Super-Curricular Activities 

Visit a local Spanish restaurant in your area – what do you 
recognise on the menu? Ask if you can take one home! 

Media & Other Links 

• www.collinsdictionary.com/spanish 
• www.quizlet.com/ashaunak (website or app) 
• Duolingo (app) - aim for 10-15 minutes/daily. It’s a 

mix of writing, translating, practicing different vocab 
and listening – all in one! It gets really competitive 
and fun. 

• Memrise (app) - aim for 10-15 minutes/daily. Look 
for sets that are based on Mira (textbook used for 
Spanish at KS3) 

• www.language-gym.com/#!/ to practise verbs in all 
tenses 

• BBC Bitesize for Spanish 

 

http://www.elpais.com/
http://www.marca.com/
http://www.20minutos.es/
http://www.bbc.com/mundo
http://www.collinsdictionary.com/spanish
http://www.quizlet.com/ashaunak
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[R4A] Learn the vocabulary associated with this module – this can be 
found on Planet E-Stream. 

[R4A] Complete the relevant French grammar exercises on Go4Schools 
using the resources on Planet E-Stream. There are also several tasks to 
work through to help put into practice what you have learnt during 
lessons. 

[R4A] Complete the relevant French Writing and Speaking tasks on 
Go4Schools using the resources on Planet E-Stream. There are also 
several tasks to work through to help put into practice what you have 
learnt during lessons. 

[R4A] Revise for French End of Module 4 Assessment (Ma vie de famille) 
using your class notes and the revision checklist for this module. This will 
have been given to you by your French teacher, and can also be found in 
Go4Schools. 

[ER] Find an article on the internet about anything that you are 
particularly interested in (e.g. sport, music, film, television) and make a 
list of new words and their meanings in English from what you find in the 
article. You can use Collins online French dictionary to help you with the 
definitions. 

[ER] Try watching your favourite television shows on Netflix (or similar) 
with the French subtitles. Alternatively, you could change the audio 
setting to French and have English subtitles. 

Visit the local library or check their online catalogue. There 
are plenty of free resources: comic books, novels, books to 
complement students’ learning… Some favourite story 
books are available in French too! 
 
French newspapers online; 

o www.lemonde.fr 
o www.lefigaro.fr 
o www.lequipe.fr 
o www.20minutos.fr 
o www.bbc.com/mundo 

Super-Curricular Activities 

Visit a local French restaurant in your area – what do you 
recognise on the menu? Ask if you can take one home! 

Media & Other Links 

  

• www.collinsdictionary.com/french 
•  www.quizlet.com/ashaunak (website or app) 
• Duolingo (app) - aim for 10-15 minutes/daily. It’s a mix 

of writing, translating, practicing different vocab and 
listening – all in one! It gets really competitive and fun. 

• Memrise (app) - aim for 10-15 minutes/daily. 
• www.language-gym.com/#!/ to practise verbs in all 

tenses 
• www.bbc.co.uk › languages › french › french_connection 

 

http://www.lequipe.fr/
about:blank
http://www.collinsdictionary.com/french
http://www.quizlet.com/ashaunak
http://www.quizlet.com/ashaunak
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Research the cultural and social development of the 1920s and how this 
development had an impact on music.  
You may wish to use this video to help you: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VfOR1XCMf7A 
 
(R4A) Use the PREP resources, once set on Go4Schools, to learn and revise 
material in preparation for your classroom assessment.  
 
(RT & IA) Below is the music that you will be using in class for your next piece. 
If you have a keyboard at home, you may wish to start learning the top line(s) 
- the melody.  
 
Think - what do you notice about the chords and bassline?  
 

A Historical look at the importance of Jazz in 1920s 
America. 
https://www.d.umn.edu/cla/faculty/tbacig/studproj/is309
9/jazzcult/20sjazz/upriver.html 
 
1920s America - A Culture of Change 
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/boundless-
ushistory/chapter/a-culture-of-change/ 
 

Super-Curricular Visits 

  

Media & Other Links 

 BBC Strictly Come Dancing - The Charleston 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JSfI5WkdbVQ 
 
1939 Radio Broadcast by Glenn Miller and the Glenn 
Miller Orchestra 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=h
wIVP9qAYgg&app=desktop 
 
1920s The Jazz Age 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8y4zvdox4rM 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VfOR1XCMf7A
https://www.d.umn.edu/cla/faculty/tbacig/studproj/is3099/jazzcult/20sjazz/upriver.html
https://www.d.umn.edu/cla/faculty/tbacig/studproj/is3099/jazzcult/20sjazz/upriver.html
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/boundless-ushistory/chapter/a-culture-of-change/
https://courses.lumenlearning.com/boundless-ushistory/chapter/a-culture-of-change/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JSfI5WkdbVQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=hwIVP9qAYgg&app=desktop
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=share&v=hwIVP9qAYgg&app=desktop
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8y4zvdox4rM
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Pupils need to know 4 main topics for the cardio vascular system; 
1. Structure of the CV system  
2. Functions of the CV system 

 
Functions of the Cardiovascular  
Task - [HI] – Write a paragraph explaining what each of these 
numbers represents. Write down where blood goes after is 
passes through each structure (number).  
 
Functions of the CV system 
Transports oxygen, carbon dioxide and nutrients. 
Heart pumps oxygen around the body, which releases energy 
stored as glucose cells. 
If our muscles need to work harder (e.g. sprint) or for longer 
(e.g. long race) the heart works harder to increase oxygen 
levels. 
The cv system carries away waste products such as carbon 
dioxide.  
The cv system also gets nutrients, water and amino acids where they are needed. 
 

Controlling body temperature. 
If your body gets too hot, blood is diverted towards the surface of the skin to allow more heat to radiate 
out 
If your body gets too cold, blood is diverted away from the surface of the skin, so the body can hold onto 
more heat  
 

Clotting of Open wounds 
Blood contains platelets. If we cut ourselves these platelets help to clot blood, forming a scab that stops 
the bleeding and heals the wounds.  
 
Task - PREP on goforschools 
 Complete the PREP tasks on goforschools. This will be a task on planet E-stream [R4A] or an additional 
task [HI]. You must complete one of them. 

Cardiovascular System; 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2jcV2FwLNc
&list=PLUb-9-TpmYV-_5P4SwQkqIpQ-
4JELCiv1&index=12 
 

Chambers of the Heart; 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bjk7Cu0cXbM 

Super-Curricular Visits 

Try to get out as exercise or play as much 
competitive sport as possible to have a 
positive impact on your physical and 
mental well-being! 
 

Find out what activities/sports you will be 
taught during this half term, watch as 
much as you can on YouTube. Try to 
understand the sport more and find out 
about the different rules. 

Media & Other Links 

Keep up to date with Sport! 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport 
 

Live Sport in Jan/Feb 2021! 
2020–21 UEFA Futsal Champions 
League 
UEFA Futsal Euro 2022 qualifying 
2021 PDC World Darts Championship 
2021 EFL Cup Final 
2021 Rugby Six Nations Championship 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2jcV2FwLNc&list=PLUb-9-TpmYV-_5P4SwQkqIpQ-4JELCiv1&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2jcV2FwLNc&list=PLUb-9-TpmYV-_5P4SwQkqIpQ-4JELCiv1&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2jcV2FwLNc&list=PLUb-9-TpmYV-_5P4SwQkqIpQ-4JELCiv1&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bjk7Cu0cXbM
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport
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 [R4A] The assessment this half term will be a termly assessment based on 
our reading of the book, looking at whether or not it is Nicky’s fault that he 
has ended up in a gang. 
 
In advance of this, pupils will need to  

 look at the arguments for and against and decide which way they are 
going to argue 

 pupils might conduct some more modern research about why young 
people join gangs and what other options might be available for a 
child who is in danger of gang risks 

 consider the psychological debate of nature V nurture as to whether 
Nicky can do much about his circumstances 

  
Additional Prep tasks –  
 
[ER] Why do young people join gangs? What 
advice is given to stop this and what about once 
someone has joined a gang? 
 
[ER] Once we have read sections of the book in 
class, you may wish to use your reading time to 
read the sections we haven’t had time for 
 
 
 
 

[ER] Complete research into how some American schools have 

had to cope with the issue of gangs in their schools. Do you 

think this is the same as England? Is the situation getting worse? 

[ER] You could complete some research about any other 
religious organisations who try to help those involved in gangs 

Super-Curricular Visits 

Online, you can complete a virtual tour of Puerto Rice and 

New York to see the different places where Nicky lived 

Visit the Crime Museum in London or the Essex Police 
Museum in Chelmsford 

Media & Other Links 

[ER] Visit the Childline website and go to the section on 

Gangs 

 
[ER] Find information about Teen Challenge 
http://www.teenchallenge.org.uk/ 

 

 
 

http://www.teenchallenge.org.uk/
https://www.goodreads.com/book/photo/1022866.Run_Baby_Run


Improving Memory Skills & Understanding PREP 
1. Self-Testing 
 

Self-testing is an effective tool if you have a large amount of information to learn for an assessment or exam. 

Let’s say you had to remember the definition of 20 key words.  

Start by writing out five key words and their definitions. Study them for 2 or 3 minutes, then put the sheet away. 

On another piece of paper, try to write down the key words and definitions from memory. 

If you were not able to recall all 5, then repeat the process again. Study the definitions and re-test. 

Once you are able to recall 5 key words and definitions, add another 5 to the original sheet. 

Give yourself 4 or 5 minutes to study the 10 key words and definitions. Put the sheet away and re-test but this time 

with 10. 

Build this up until you can recall all 20 key words and definitions. 

More importantly, re-test yourself a week later. Review your progress and go back to any definitions or words you 

were unable to write down. Then, re-test yourself a month later with the same words.  

The more you re-test, the more you will retain and the easier it becomes. 

These techniques could be applied to: 

 Key Information for an Essay 

 Character names and profiles 

 Formula 

 Translations 

 Case Studies 

 Experiment processes 

 Arguments or Quotations 

 And many more! 

 

2. Mind Mapping 
 

Mind Mapping is a highly effective way 
of getting information in and out of your 
brain. Mind Mapping is a creative and 
logical means of note-taking and note-
making that literally "maps out" your 
ideas. 

All Mind Maps have some things in 
common. They have a natural 
organisational structure that radiates 
from the centre and use lines, symbols, 
words, colour and images according to 
simple, brain-friendly concepts. Mind 
Mapping converts a long list of 
monotonous information into a 
colourful, memorable and highly 
organised diagram that works in line 
with your brain's natural way of doing 
things. 

 Think of your general main theme and write that down in the centre of the page. i.e. Food 



 Figure out sub-themes of your main concept and draw branches to them from the centre, beginning to look like a 
spider web i.e. Meats, Dairy, Breads 

 Make sure to use very short phrases or even single words 
 Add images to invoke thought or get the message across better 
 Try to think of at least two main points for each sub-theme you created and create branches out to those 

3. Revision Cards 
 

Revision cards are small handheld cards that contain key information. The cards should have a title at the top with 5 

or 6 key words, formula or sentences. Try and keep the colour consistent for each topic e.g. green cards for the 

Environment. 

TIP: On the back of the revision card, write the title from the front. Then, after you have read through your cards a 

number of times, turn them over. Look at the title and self-test yourself on the information. Once you have recalled 

all you can, turn the card back over and check your answers. 

4. Complete the Sentence 
 

If you have a large number of facts to learn for an essay, write out ten key sentences you wish to memorise for the 

essay. Then, on a separate piece of paper, write out the first half of the sentence and leave the other half blank. Take 

a break, make a cup of tea, then come back and try to complete the sentences from memory.  

If you managed to complete all ten, try and add more sentences and repeat the exercise. 

TIP: Once you can complete the sentences with ease, test yourself further by trying to write out all the key sentences 

from memory without the sentence starters! 

 

 

 

 



Fun Ways to PREP 
 

1. Key Words Crossword Puzzle 
Choose a subject and write down all the key words you need to learn. Find an online Crossword creator, there are a 
huge number of web sites that can do this for you. 
 
For the clues, write the definition of the key word. 
 
Once the crossword has been created, leave it for a few days/weeks. Then, try and complete it. Don’t forget to print 
out the answer sheet so you can self-check the answers! 
Here is an example below: 

 
 

 
 
 
 
2. Key Word Pictionary 
 
For this game you will need at least one other person. With a friend or group of friends, decide which subject and set 
of Key Words you wish to learn or revise. Write them down on individual cards. Try to have a large number so they 
are not too obvious. 
 
Take it in turns to draw (without using words, symbols or speaking) something that represents the key word you 
wish to learn.  
 
*Want to Make the Game Harder?* 
The other player who is trying to guess the key word can’t say the key word, but must give the correct definition of 
it!  
 
Here is an example below: 

 

 

The Easy Answer: An Atom 

1. *The Definition Answer:  
2. The smallest particle of a chemical element that can 

exist. 
 

ACROSS      DOWN 
2. What does the ‘H’ in SHS stand for?  1. In what year group do you take A Level exams? 
5. What is ‘PREP’ short for?   3. What is the surname of our Headteacher? 

     4. In what Year group do you take GCSE exam? 
   

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjX3-SOtcjYAhVEKVAKHeU2BmcQjRwIBw&url=https://www.vectorstock.com/royalty-free-vector/atom-cartoon-kawaii-in-monochrome-dotted-vector-17328230&psig=AOvVaw0D5fkQ-3fqVd-9NIHtRNlz&ust=1515502499848019


3. Write a Short Story 
 
If you have a large number of facts, figures or key words to remember, write a short story that you can recite to 
yourself in the exam. The more interesting and funny your story is, the more likely you are to remember the facts. 
 
Here is an example: 

1.To begin our adventure into storytelling, start by reading the paragraph below, which recounts a brief and 

chaotic story. Your task is simply to understand what happens: 

"A man called Nigel is sat next to his enormous, 300lb pet squid as they travel around in the back of his 

lime-green limo. They're arguing over what to watch on the limo's TV: Coronation Street, or Sesame Street. 

It soon turns into a fight, which the squid wins by using its eight limbs to empty eight pepper-grinders on to 

Nigel's head. Nigel leaps from the car in terror and runs away towards the sea, cleverly heading through a 

thick yellow field of rapeseed to stop the squid from following. On reaching the beach, he meets Prince 

Harry, who is celebrating his 25th birthday. Prince Harry persuades Nigel to help him confront two Gallic 

dancers who have eaten a beautiful "she-swan" (without the Queen's permission). After the attack, Nigel 

jumps into the sea and swims out towards, as luck would have it, the Lady of Shalott, who is bobbing up and 

down in a boat made from a giant orange pepper. She invites him on board and they fall in love." 

It will have taken you perhaps a minute to read through this. This should demonstrate just how quickly and effortlessly your 
mind can imagine elaborate scenes it has never encountered before. 

Your next step is to see how much of the story you recall. First, close your eyes and repeat the story as well as you can in your 
head. When you're done, open your eyes and write down all the items you have successfully recalled. This will give you a sense 
of how many useful memories you can store in around a minute or so. Hopefully you'll have impressed yourself again. 

Now, you'll perhaps be wondering what the point of remembering a random list of objects like this might be. But here we can 
reveal that the story you've learned is not at all random, but in fact encodes the ingredients for a Nigel Slater recipe. Hooray! 
The 300lb squid represents 300g of squid; the lime-green limo is a lime; Coronation Street stands for coriander; Sesame Street 
for sesame oil; eight pepper grinders for eight crushed peppercorns; the rapeseed field for rapeseed oil; Prince Harry celebrating 
his birthday for 25g ginger; two Gallic dancers for two cloves of garlic; the "she-swan" for Szechuan pepper; the sea for salt; the 
Lady of Shalott for shallots; the orange pepper boat for one large orange pepper. 

Have a look over these connections. Your last task is to try to remember the ingredients that correspond to each element in the 
story. Once you've done that, you're ready to make your squid and pepper stir-fry … 

1. https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2012/jan/15/story-lines-facts 
 

4. Key Term Word Search 
Choose a subject and write down all the key words you need to learn. Find an online Word Search creator, there are 
a huge number of web sites that can do this for you. 
 

For the clues, write the definition of the key word. 
 

Once the word search has been created, leave it for a few days/weeks. Then, try and complete it. Don’t forget to 
print out the answer sheet so you can self-check the answers! 

Here is an example below: 

 
 

1. What is ‘PREP’ short for? 
2. What is the surname of our Headteacher? 
3. What year group take their GCSE exams? 
4. What year group take their A Level exams? 
5. What does the ‘H’ in SHS stand for? 



5. Write a poem 
If you have a large number of facts, figures or key words to remember, write a poem that you can re-cite to yourself 
in the exam. Try and make it rhyme on the key words and throw in their definitions if you can. 
 

6. Card Matching Game 
Use revision cards. They must all be the same size and colour. On half the cards, write a key word on each. On the 
other half of the cards, write their definitions on each.  
 
With a friend, turn all the cards so they face down on the table. Each person takes it in turns to turn over two cards. 
If they turn over the key word and the correct definition, they get to keep them. If the two cards do not match, they 
must be turned back and it is the next persons turn. The winner is the person with the most cards at the end. 
 
You not only have to remember where the key words and the definitions are, but match them as well! 
 

Here is an example: 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

7. Name That Tune! 
Choose a song from the charts that you know really well and enjoy singing along to. 
Now, re-write the lyrics so they contain all the facts and key words you need to remember. Try to keep to the same 
number of syllables for each line! Then, sing the words out loud as many times as you need to remember the lyrics. 
 
TIP: Go to youtube or karaoke site and use the backing track/instrumental so you can sing your lyrics along to the 
beat!  
 

8. Alphabet Prep 
Challenge yourself to write a key fact, definition or key word for each letter of the alphabet. It works best with a 
single topic or area. Once you have completed it, memorise it using some of the techniques in this book. 
 
Finally, challenge yourself to recall all the information using the alphabet as your guide and prompt! 

PENTATONIC 

SCALE 

A Musical Scale 

containing 

only 5 notes. 



 
 


